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When Is an Operator the Integral of 
a Given Spectral Measure? 
P. MASANI* ANI) M. ROSENBERG 
For a closed densely defined operator T on a complex Hilbert space .X’ and 
a spectral measure E for T of countnble multiplicity y defined on a o-algebra .& 
over an arbitrary space A we gl\-e thl-ce conceptually differing but equi\-alent 
answers to the question asked in the title of the paper (Theorern 1.5). \Ve then 
study the simplifications vrhich nccrue when T is continuous or when q 1 
(Sect. 4). \Vith the aid of these t-csults UY obtain necessary- and sufficient 
conditions for T to he the integral of the spectral measure of a given group of 
unitary operators parametrized o~vr a locally compact abelian group I’(Sect. 5). 
Applying this result to the Hilbert space .A!” of functions which are I,? with 
respect to Hanr measure for r, we derive a generalization of Bochner’s theorem 
on multiplication operators (Sect. 6). Some results on the multiplicity ot 
indicator spectral measures over r are also obtained. Khen r [w n-c easil>- 
deduce the classical throwm about the cornmutant of thr associated self-adjoint 
operator (Sect. 7). 
Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Ancillary results. 3. Proof of Main 
Theorem 1.5. 4. Continuous operators and spectral measures with 
multiplicity one. 5. Stationary operators. 6. Bochner’s Theorem on 
multiplication operators. 7. The classical cornmutant condition. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose is to prove Theorem 1.5 below, which completely 
answers the question asked in the title of the paper for closed, densely 
defined operators on Hilbert spaces and spectral measures of countable 
multiplicities, to deduce from it certain corollaries of interest, and to 
apply these results to locally compact abelian groups, thereby 
recovering some classical results. To state the theorem succinctly, we 
first introduce some notation and terminology. 
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1.1 DEFINITION. Let S- be a family of continuous linear operators 
on a Hilbert space SC to itself, and F(a) be a function whose values are 
such operators. (a) The total multiplicity of 9 is defined to be the 
minimum of the cardinal numbers of subsets G _C % such that’ 
G{T(G) : 1’ E 9”) = 2’. 
(b) The total multiplicity of F(e) is defined to 
e-1. 
1.2 Notation. (i) .% is a Hilbert space over the 
field @. 
be that of Range 
complex number 
(ii) E(-) is a spectral measure for X on a a-algebra &’ over a 
space A, of total multiplicity q < K, . 
(iii) VX E Z, Sp, ==a G{E(B)(x): I3 E &9}; L, =d the orthogonal 
projection on & onto Yz; Sp, and L, are called the E-cyclic subspace 
and the E-cyclic projection due to x. 
(iv) For any linear operator T from X to 3 with domain %r , 
% -d uz&, ‘% . 
1.3 DEFINITION. Let & be any nonvoid family of subsets of A, 
and + be a function of A to Cc. We say that $I is .&-measurable, iff for 
all Bore1 subsets S of @ \ (O}, +-l(S) E SZY. 
We shall adhere to this definition of measurability throughout this 
paper. Of course, when ~2 is an algebra the definition is equivalent to 
the one obtained by replacing “C\ (0)” by “C.” 
1.4 DEFINITION. Let T be any linear operator from .x? to j%” with 
domain 9r . We say that (a) T is an E-integral, iff T = JA $(A) E(dh), 
where + is a .9Y-measurable function on A to C; 
(b) T is E-subordinative, iff VX E 9r , T(x) E $.; 
(c) T is restrictionwise E-commuting, iff VB E SY, E(B) * T C 
T . E(B); 
(d) T is E-reducing, iff Vy E Yr , L, . T C T . L,; 
(e) T is E-isotropic, iff Vy E Pr , L&a,) _C Bijr . 
1.5 MAIN THEOREM. Let (i) A?, A, SY, E(m), q be as in 1.2, (ii) T be 
a (single-valued) closed linear operator from 3/f to 2 with domain 
gr e.d. in A?. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(ct) T is an E-integral, 
(/3) T is E-subordinative and E-isotropic, 
(y) T is E-reducing, 
(6) T is E- su or tna ive and restrictionwise E-commuting. b d’ t 
1 For A C 2, C(A) =d the (closed linear) subspace spanned by A. zd means: 
equa1 by definition. 
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This theorem, a condensed version of which we announced in [17] 
is a generalization of the results 1 .I, (3.3)-(3.5) proved in [12] for 
fl = [w, the real number field, and of their extensions to locally 
compact abelian groups announced in [22]. It emerged from the 
gradual realization that the topological and group properties of /l 
involved in these earlier results were theoretically extraneous (although 
germane to the applications of the results to stochastic processes and 
filter theory; cf., e.g., [3; 12, Sect. 2; 4; 24; 27; 28]), and that it is 
best to let fl be any arbitrary set. Abandonment of the hypothesis of 
a topological group structure necessitates only one major change in 
our earlier work, viz, replacement of the condition that T is stationary 
or “time-invariant” by the E-commuting condition in 1.5(a). But 
this change results in a simpler proof than the one for /l FB 
sketched in [ 121. 0 ur earlier results of course emerge on applying 1.5 
to 1.c.a. groups /l, and using a few straightforward results on unitary 
groups parametrized on such groups (Sect. 5). 
The question asked in the title of the paper was first answered in the 
thirties for spectral measures E on the family :# of Bore1 subsets of 
il : [w by von Neumann, Riesz, and Mimura (cf., e.g., [20, p. 35 1]), 
and by Sasaki, Ogasawara and Mimura (cf. [26, p. 1911). The condition 
obtained was that the cornmutant of T contain the cornmutant of the 
self-adjoint operator H 7 JA XE(dh). This condition has of course no 
analog for arbitrary fl, since the last integral becomes meaningless. 
On the other hand, as indicated in [12, Sect. 31 and shown below 
(Sect. 7), this cornmutant condition follows trivially from the (y) * (x) 
part of Theorem 1.5 when /l = [w. Theorem 1.5 provides three 
conceptually differing but equivalent answers to our question in the 
most general setting, reveals the full picture, and immediately yields 
important corollaries (Sects. 4-7). Some counterexamples (Sect. 4) 
also show that it is in a sense the best possible result of its kind. The 
natural question as to what happens when one or more conditions in the 
theorem are relaxed suggests further research. For instance, removal 
of the E-subordinative condition yields extensions of 1.5 in which $ 
is operator-valued. These extensions can be framed in terms of quasi- 
isometric measures (cf. [16]), or in terms of the inflated Hilbert 
modules considered in [21, 231. 
It is convenient to break up the proof of Theorem 1.5 into several 
lemmas, some being interesting in themselves. These lemmas are given 
in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove the theorem itself. Some corollaries 
of interest are deduced in Section 4. The results for locally compact 
abelian groups, published or announced earlier, are recovered in 
Section 5. In Section 6 we deduce from these results a generalized 
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version of a theorem of Bochner on multiplication operators [I]. 
Finally, in Section 7 we deduce the classical cornmutant condition for 
spectral measures over Iw alluded to in the last paragraph. 
In the organization of the paper our results are ordered by decreasing 
generality. Results with multiplicity q > 1 precede those with q = I, 
and are not derived from the latter by piecing. Likewise, results for 
arbitrary A precede those for more familiar spaces, and are not 
derived from the latter by mappings. A reverse development in which 
the general results are derived from the classical ones for aB is possible. 
Rut we believe that the maintenance of an order of descending 
generalitv is more revealing and more suggestive in the present 
situation. 
2. ANCILLARY RESULTS 
In this section we adopt the Notation 1.2 and also the following: 
Obviously ,-L,~!, is a bounded complex-valued c.a. measure on 99. By the 
Schwarz inequality, 
and so t+, 4 pzx & wuTl .2 Also, f, is a bounded, X-valued c.a.o.s. 
measure on 23’ with nonnegatizte measure prr, in the sense of [13, 
Definitions 1.2, 1.41. It follows from the integration theory developed 
in [I 3, cf. Definitions 5.4, 5.61, that 
This integration theory provides an efficient way to define and study 
the operator-valued E-integrals of Stone and von Neumann alluded 
to in 1.4(a): 
2.3 DEFINITION. Let $ be any (not necessarily bounded) 
9Y-measurable function on A to C (cf. 1.3). Then JA $(A) E(dA) is 
defined to be the operator T whose domain is given by 
2 -< refers to the relation of absolute continuity. 
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By a standard argument we can prove that the T in 2.3 is a normal 
operator from AC to Z, i.e., a closed, linear operator with domain e.d. 
in 2 and such that TT* = T*T. It is easily seen that for bounded 4, 
our E-integral reduces to the one defined by Halmos [6, p. 601 and 
that for A = R and g = the Bore1 family over IR, it reduces to the 
well-known, standard integral T(F) given in Stone [25, 6.1 et seq.]. 
It is convenient at this stage to recall the concept of the strong limit 
of any sequence of operators: 
2.4 DEFINITION. Let (T&’ be any sequence of operators Tn from 
,% to A? and let BTn be the domain of T, . Then slimnim T,, is defined 
as the operator T whose domain is given by 
and such that VX E gr, T(x) = limn+m T,(x). 
In case the T, are linear, then obviously so is their strong limit T, 
and {O> C gT C J?. We leave to the reader the proof of the following 
simple result on strong limits. 
2.5 LEMMA.” Let S and T,, , n E N., , be any (s.v.) linear operators 
from 8 to .X?. Then 
(4 
(b) When S is closed and slimn+m T, has domain S, 
slim(S . ‘I‘,) C S . slim 7’, ; 
n-tn ,I ,T_ 
(c) When S is continuous on 2, 
We now turn to the specific lemmas needed to prove Theorem 1.5. 
Our first result records some obvious properties of cyclic projections 
and subspaces. For the proofs see Halmos [6, p. 91, Theorems 1, 3; 
p. 92, Theorem 41. 
3 N :Ind N refer to the sets of integers and positive integers, respectivel)r. 
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2.6 I,EMMA. 
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2.7 I,EMNIA (on cyclic projections). Let y, u” E .%’ . Then 
Proof. This is a generalization for arbitrary u-algebras .8 of an 
amended version of Kolmogorqv’s Theorem 8 on subordinate 
sequences, in which g is the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of [-.rr, ~1, 
cf. [9, Sect. 41. It may also be viewed as a special case of [13, Projec- 
tion Theorem 5.101. 1 
Nest we turn to spectral integrals. 
2.8 THEOREM. Let (i) R = J”+(h) E(d), where $ is any JY-mea- 
surable function on A to @, (ii) K be a restrictionwise E-commuting 
operntor, continuous on ,Yf. Then K . R C R . K. 
Proof. Case 1. Let 4 be g-simple, i.e., $ = Ci aa.xA,, where 
a,,. E @ and the A, E g are disjoint. Then it follows at once from 
Definition 2.3 and [13, 5.41 that R = Ci a,E(A,). Hence by (ii) we 
obviously have K. R = R . K. 
Case 2. Let 4 be any g-measurable function on A to V. Then 
there exists a sequence (+,)T of %7-simple functions +n such that 
Let R, =<I JA $,(A) E(d). Th en it follows readily from Definition 2.3 
[I 3, 5.61 and Definition 2.4 that R = slimn.+m R, . Since by Case 1, 
K . R,, = R, * K, and K is continuous on A?, we conclude from 
Lemma 2.5 that 
k’. R = K-slim R,, n-x 
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2.9 ~,ElMMA (on spectral integrals). I,et 
(i) Ii :=; J., +(A) E(dA), where 4 is .#-measurable on A to C; 
(ii) Vn E N , A,, ‘-(, [A: 4(h)’ < n). 
Then 
(a) R is restrictionwise E-commuting; 
(b) Vx E %‘,L,(O,) !Zgi, ,L, ’ R C R * Id,r and so R is E-isotropic 
and E-reducing; 
(c) R is E-subordinatiz!e; 
(d) Vn E N, , R * E(A,,) is continuous on 3, and 
s&y E(A,) -7: I &I diiiy R 1 E(A,) :: R. 
Proof. Taking K =T E(B) in Theorem 2.8, \ve get (a). Taking 
K = L, in 2.8, and recalling 2.6(a), we get (b). Property (c) is obvious 
from the definition of a spectral integral. (d) Obviously R * E(A,) : 
SA W) XA,$~ E(dA). H ence / R . E(A,)j == E-ess sup I+ . xA, < n, and 
so R . E(A,) is continuous on X. The first equality in (d) is utterly 
obvious; the second is a simple consequence of “Lebesgue’s 
Dominated Convergence Theorem” for spectral integrals, since 
I TV) XA,,N .--l I 4(4l&W) x.4,@) - 4(4, as 11 - 03. I 
We turn next to operators of the type considered in Theorem 1.5. 
2.10 LEMMA. Let (i) T be a closed linear operator from .F to .X, 
(ii) V = (S: S is an E-integral, continuous on GF’P>. 
Then 
(a) T is restrictionwise E-commuting c>V’s E V’, S . T ‘Z 1’ . S. 
(b) T is restrictionwise E-commuting 8t S E ?? * \dx E C3’T ,
S(X) E .9, n yz . 
Proof. (a) Supp ose that V’s E%, S. T L T. S, and let K ~9. 
Obviously S =(, E(B) E V, and therefore E(B) * T C T. E(B). Thus 
T is restrictionwise E-commuting. 
Conversely, suppose that 
T is restrictionwise E-commuting, (1) 
and let S E ct‘, say S := J1, $(A) E(dh), where II/ is B-measurable on A 
to @. Then by the definition of spectral integral, 
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and ($,,)c is a suitable sequence of .@-simple functions on A to @.4 Let 
Then from (1) it follows easily that 
VnFN+, S,& . 7’ _c 7’ * s, . 
Xow by (2) and Lemma 2.5(a), 
S . T = (fi,nl S,) . T =-= s,‘:‘x$Sn . T). 
(3) 
(4) 
But by (i), II’is closed, and -gS = .Y. Hence by Lemma 2.5(b) and (2), 
From (3), (4), (5) S * T C II‘. S. This finishes the proof of (a). 
Part (b) follows immediately from (a). 1 
The next lemma is crucial for our proof of the hard implication 
(6) 2 (CY) in Theorem 1.5. 
2.11 MAIN LEMMA.” Let (i) T be a closed linear operator from 5 
to A? with domain G-r e.d. in 2, (ii) T be E-subordinative and restriction- 
wise E-commuting. Then 
Proof. Let y, z E 9,. . Then by I,emma 2.7, 




Since by (ii), .9r = 9E(R,~r i^ .9rE(~,~ , it follows that 
4 Specifically, the &, are such that 1 +$,(A)] < 1 $(A)\ and &(A) - #(A), a.~. (E) on A. 
’ This lemma misses being the implication (6) =- (y) in 1.5, since the quantifier in 
the conclusion is “V-v t .Pr” and not “Vy E Y; .” 
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(3) 
Next, from (3) and (l), 
say, where S, is an E-integral which (cf. 2.9(d)) is continuous on .X . 
Hence by Lemma 2.10(b), 
f,& t PT n .!I:, . (4) 
From (2) and (4) we see that 
Since T is E-subordinative, we conclude from (4), (5), and 2.6(b) that 
‘I’hus 
whence 
Now since T is E-commuting and .z E -(c/T , therefore 
E(B,)T(z) : m(&)(z), 
and so from (6), (2), and 2.6(a), 




>= L,(n) 8i k-5 T(f,) == L,T(z). 
Since T is closed, it follows that 
Since y, z E gT are arbitrary, we are done. [ 
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3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 1.5 
JVe shall prove the implications in I .5 in order of difficulty, viz. 
(a) ;i (PI * (Y) z-S (6) 3 (a). 
The first implication is just a conjunction of the well-known results 
stated in 2.9(c), (b). 
Next assume (p), i.e., 
V.Y t .v; , L,(B,) c LIST ) 
VyEEr, 7’(Y) E q 1 
and let N E ,fl. Then by (2) and 2.6(b), 
vy E ZT A cY(, T(v) t .‘cu L .yc ; 
vvr9 
T 




By (1) and (3), v x E Yr, the subspace -y? reduces T, i.e., I,, * T C 
T . L, . Thus (7). 
Now assume (y), i.c., 
vy t .YT ) L;TC T*L,, (4) 
and let x E- L@‘r and B E ~3. Then x E yiT and so by (4), L,T(x) = 
TL,(x) = T(x), i.e., T(x) E Y7 . Thus T is E-subordinative. From this 
and 2.6(a) we get 
R(B) T(s) : = E(B)L,T(x) == LE@)J~(X). 
But E(B)(x)E YT, and so by (4), LEcRjsT L TLEcnjs . Hence, again 
using 2.6(a), 
E(B). T(x) = T .L E(B)2(~) = T . E(B)L,(x) = T . B(B)(x). 
Thus E(B) . T C T. E(B), i.e., T is restrictionwise E-commuting. 
This establishes (6). 
We come now to the harder implication (8) * (cx). Assume (6). 
Our first task is to identify the function 4 occurring in (a). For this, 
let K be the initial segment of cardinality q of the naturally ordered 
set NL of positive integers. Then by 1.2(ii), 
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But since by 1.5(ii), ST is e.d. in ?‘, therefore for each k E K, there 
exists a sequence of vectors in -%= converging to w,~ . It follows that 
there exists an initial segment I1 of the ordered set N,. such that 
Since yr and z2 E %T , therefore by Lemma 2.11, L,l(z,) t -Qr; whence 
Proceeding in this way, we see that each ?;r E pT . After deletion of the 
yr which are zero, we get (;yjjitJ, where J is an initial segment of IV_ 
and the ~1~ are nonzero and orthogonal. Letting xj = jfj, j yj 1, WC 
conclude that 
From (5) and the E-subordinative condition in (6) the T(x~), j E J, 
are orthogonal. Hence there are sequences (cj)+r of positive numbers 
such that both zjEJ cjxj and CjGJ cjT(xj) converge in 3’. We could, 
for instance, take 
Now, and this is crucial, let 
(6) 
Since as n + cc the partial sums CjsJ, cjxj and T(Cj,,* cixj), where 
J, ==,, (j: j E J& j < n}, converge to x0 and to some y,, in .%‘“, and T is 
closed, it follows that x(, E 9r . Hence by the E-subordinative condition 
in (% T(x,,) E Z-; whence by Lemma 2.7, 
where 
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This identifies the function $. In fact, we can restate (7) in the form 
m, E gR 8i R(s(J = T(.q)), where R = d JA 469 JTd4. 63) 
We now compIete the proof of (CY) by showing that T = R. We 
first assert that 
'iBESY&gijEJ, R . E(B)(xj) = T. Ii'( 
Proof of (I). From (6), (8), and Lemma 2.9(b), 
(1) 
V 6 I, xj = L&“ICj) E GdR . (9) 
But since -PR = Q,z,R and by 2.9(b), Lzj . R C R * Lrj , it also follows 
from (8) and (6) that 
Now from (S), Lemma 2.11, and (6), 
Since cj + 0, we conclude that 
Yi E J, R(xj) :-= T(s& (10) 
Next by Lemma 2.9(a), E(B)(gR) C gR. Hence from (9), E(B)(xj)g G?R. 
It follows from 2.9(a), (lo), and the E-commuting condition in (6) 
that ‘d’B E .@ & Vj E J, 
RE(B)(x,) =-= E(R) R(sj) == E(B) T(x3) = TE(B) .vj . 
Thus (I). 
Now let 
&I, ,i (A : j f$(A)l 5: II), ?zEN+. 
Then we assert that 
V’nENe, R . E(A,) == T . E(&) on A?. 
Proof CJf (II). c onsider an element 
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Since E(A,) E(B,,) = E(A,, n BJ, it follows readily from (1) that 
Qn, Y E N+ & V’h, as in (12), R . E(A,)(hT) = T. E(A,)(h,). (13) 
Now let x t .Z’“. Then the decomposition (5) shows that 
x -= lim h,. , where i a<, k,. is of type (12). 
Clearly, 
;‘z Q%L@,) == E(A.)(4; 
and by (13) and the continuity of R * E(A,,), cf. 2.9(d), 
j,it;l TE(A,J(h,) :: vz R . E(A,)(h,.) =: R . E(&)(x). 
Since T is closed, we conclude that 
E&J(x) ES,& TE(A,)(x) = RE(AJ(x). 
This holds Vx E A?; hence (II). 
Finally, we let n + 03 in (II). From Lemmas 2.9(d), 2.5(a), the 
E-commuting condition in (6) and (II), we get 
C slim{TE(A,)] -= dili{RE(A,)j r= R. (14) ,1-‘-x 
By (14), R = slim,, ,(TE(A,)l. But since T is dosed and slimni7, E(A,,) 
has domain A?, we can apply Lemma 2.5(b) to conclude that 
R -:= s.h1{1’. E(A,)] 2 I’. s.i,T E(&dn) = T. (‘5) 
By (14) and (I 5), 7’ = R. ‘Thus (a). This completes the proof. m 
4. CONTINUOUS OPERATORS AND SPECTRAL MEASURES WITH 
MULTIPLICITY ONE 
Let the closed operator T from A? to 8 with e.d. domain 2, bc 
continuous. Then PT = .X? and obviously, T is E-isotropic for every 
spectral measure E for A? (cf. 1.4(e)). From the equivalence (p) e (6) 
of Theorem 1.5 we may therefore conclude that 
T is E-subordinative + T is restrictionwise E-commuting. 
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Consequently, the clause “T is restrictionwise E-commuting” in (6) 
is redundant. Hence for continuous T on .Yf our Theorem 1.5 may be 
rendered as follows. 
4.1 COROLLARY. Let (i) A?, A, a’, E(v), q be as in 1.2, (ii) T be a 
continuous linear operator on .Yf to .iy;. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) T is an E-integral, 
(p) T is E-subordinative, 
(y) T is E-reducing. 
We consider next spectral measures E for which the multiplicity 
q = 1. For this we need the following lemma, which has an interest 
of its own. 
4.2 12~~~~~ (on subordinate cyclic projections). Cnder the Nota- 
tion 1.2 and (2.1) we haae 
PYOO~. Suppose that L!, = E(C) . Zr, where C E .g. Then obviously 
y = L,(y) --_ E(C)L,(y) E E(C)(Yr) C YZ, i.e., y E 9,. 
Conversely, let y E Irp, . Then by Lemma 2.7, 
from which we easily infer the Kolmogorov conditions [9, Theorem 81, 
9ow let z E i%/. Then by Lemma 2.7 and (l), 
Now grant for a moment that 
where 
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Then from (3), (I), and 2.7, 
L,(,-) yz .i, xsfh) * (A) E(dh)(.r) 
ax 
= E(S) jA & (4 -qw(x) =E(S) L(4, 
i.e., we get the desired equality L, = E(C) . L, with C L S. To 
complete the proof we have only to verify (I). 
Proof of (I). First, let h $ S. Then both sides of (I) vanish and we 
are done. Next, let h E S. Then the equality in (I) reduces to 
To verify this, we note by (I) and the operational calculus that 
VBE9, 
It follows that 
(44~Psz)(~) = Tv)(4444oI 
whence, since h E S and 4(h) f 0, 
(4b+,.,)(h) = (~Pz,i~Pr3(~)/4(~). 
Again since 4(h) # 0, neither side of (2) 
restated as 
From (4) and (5), 
a.e. pzz on Ll; 
a.e. pXr on S. (4 
vanishes, and (2) can be 
a.e. ,uLTL on S. (5) 
a.e. pzX on S, i.e., we have (I’). This proves (I) and therefore the 
lemma. 1 
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Now let q = 1, and a be a “cyclic vector,” i.e., one for which 
9, = .P and so L, = I. Taking x = cy in 4.2 we get 
vy E 2,3c E 9 3 L,, == E(C). 
Thus every cyclic projection is a spectral one. On the other hand, 
given a B E .!?8, we see from 2.6(a) that 
LE(Bh = E(B) L, == E(B). 
Thus every spectral projection is a cyclic one. Briefly, 
{L,T : x E 2; ::: {E(B) : B E 9?}, for q-1. (4.3) 
When q = 1, it follows from (4.3) that 
T is restriction&se E-commuting * I’ is E-reducing. 
From the equivalence (y) c- (8) of Theorem 1.5 we may therefore 
conclude that T is restrictionwise E-commuting 3 T is E-subordinative. 
It is the clause “T is E-subordinative” in (6) which is now redundant. 
Accordingly, for q = 1, our Theorem 1.5 may be rendered as follows. 
4.4 COROLLARY. Let (‘) I and (ii) be as in Theorem I .5 but with 
q = 1. Then th e o f 11 owing conditions are equivalent. 
(B) T is an E-integral, 
(fl) T is restrictionwise E-commuting. 
We shall now give two examples to show that the hypotheses of our 
corollaries cannot be weakened. 
4.5 EXAMPLE. Corollary 4.1 fails for closed densely defined but 
discontinuous operators T from .P to .Z even when q = 1. 
Solution. Let 
2 : = L*(C), where C is the ada’itive group of real numhevs, mod 277 
z&h Haar measure; 
i 
Y = (f : f E Z, .f is ahsolutel~ continuous on C, f’ E C, and 
.f(O) = 01; 
(1) 
7’ = in, where 0 is the restriction to 22 of the differentiation 
\ 
operator. 
Now, since 0 and 2n are equal in C, we have f (0) = f (2x). LVe can 
therefore apply Stone’s Theorem 10.7 [25, p. 4281, and assert that 
T is a closed linear operator from SF to .X with domain 3 e.d. in X, (4 
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and that T is symmetric but not self-adjoint and therefore nonnormal. 
Hence 
7’ is not on E-integral for atly spectral measure E. 
Now let r,, be group-translation though 12 E C, so that 
(3) 
C(Q(f)xt) : z .f(t -r- A)> fr&, 11, t E c. 
Then it is well known that 
7’ =-7 iD (7 i . s& ;; {7,( -- I] ; 
and so 
VfEGxj T(f) = f,iT i . i {5-,((f) - .f] E ‘G{7h(f): b E C:. (4) 
To complete the solution we need some simple results from 
Section 6, to which this example belongs, logically speaking. As noted 
in (6.4), (7 h : h E C) is a strongly continuous group of unitary operators 
on .%? onto X. Hence by the Generalized Stone Theorem, cf. 5.3(a), 
where N -=<, the set of integers, i.e., the character group of C, and 
where P(,) is a spectral measure for .X on the u-algebra 2N. ,41so by 
Corollary 5.5, 
G{T,,(,f) : h t c: S{F(B)(f‘) : B (- IV] : q .Y; (5) 
By (4) and (5), 
T is F-subordiuatiw. (6) 
Note that by 6.8(a) this spectral measure F(s) has total multiplicity 
q = I. Despite th is, Corollary 4.1 fails for T as shown by (3) and (6). 1 
4.6 EXAMPLE. Corollary 4.4 fails for q 3 ’ 1, even when the operator 
T is continuous on .Yf. 
Solution. Let E(.) be any spectral measure for .#’ for which 
q > 1. Then obviously, 
sol, p E -77 3r,,L, :’ L,,L, . (‘1 
Let T zd L, . Then by Lemma 2.6(a), T is E-commuting. But by (1) 
and Lemma 2.9(b), T is not an E-integral. Thus Corollary 4.4 fails for 
T, even though T is continuous on .X. 1 
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Finally we give an example to show that the crucial part (8) 3 (3) 
Theorem 1.5 fails without the requirement q < K, on the multiplicity 
of E(G). In the classical literature, such failure of E-integrability is 
usually ascribed to the nonseparability of X (cf. e.g., Nakano [19]). 
4.7 EXAMPLE. Let .3/f = L,(R, ,%, p”; a=), where 
.# ;= {B : B or R’, B is a countable subset of [WI; 
VBEH, p(B) 7 the cardinal no. of B. (1) 
Also let 
VBE.%&Q~EE, W)(f) 7' xB h 
VfES, T(f) 1’ XA * f, where Ar2R\ti. (2) 
Then obviously, E( .) is a spectral measure for SF on the a-algebra 92. 
Now let f E gT . By (I), f E L, with atomic measure p. Hence 
S =(, supp S is countable and therefore so is A n S. Thus A r\ S E 93 
and Tf = xansf =: E(A n 5’) f E Y; . Thus T is E-subordinative. 
Moreover, since VB E *% and Vf E S, 
E(B) T(f) y-y xA~B ..f = 7’ * WW); 
therefore Tis restrictionwise E-commuting. But 1’ is not an E-integral. 
For were T = JR $(h) E(dX), where 4 is .ti-measurable, it would 
follow (cf. Theorem 6.5(b)) that 
QfeX, XA.f = T(f) -=4.f on R. (3) 
Now by (l), for any X E R, f ==d xj,,, , E :P. Hence by (3), xjr =- 4. This 
entails A E 9, in contradiction to (2). 
Thus T is a continuous, E-subordinative, and restrictionwise 
E-commuting operator which is not an E-integral. From Theorem 1.5 
we can conclude that E(a) has multiplicity q :, X, . This fact can of 
course be proved directly. Alternatively we may prove it by regarding 
p as a Haar measure for the additive group R endowed with the 
discrete topology. Since this 1.c.a. group is not u-compact, Theorem 
6.8(b) tells us that q > N, , in fact that q = the cardinality of R. [ 
Examples 4.54.7 show that our Corollaries 4.1, and 4.4 and our 
Theorem 1.5 are in a sense the best possible. 
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5. STATIONARY OPERATORS 
We shall now suppose that instead of an arbitrary set A and a 
spectral measure I?(*) over it, we are given a locally compact abelian 
group F along with a unitary group (U,: t E r). We shall adopt the 
following notation. 
5.1 Notation. (i) r is an (additive, Hausdorff) locally compact 
abelian (1.c.a.) group. 
(ii) li is the (multiplicative) character group of r. 
(iii) Vt E r and ‘d/x E 1’, 
[t, A] -,T h(t) E c ,1 (2 : 5 E @, 13 1 = 1). 
(iv) Bl(r), Bl(f) are the Bore1 algebras over r, f: i.e., the 
u-rings generated by the open subsets of I’, f. 
(v) -;Y is a Hilbert space over @. 
(vi) (IS,: t E r) is a strongly continuous group of unitary 
operators on .x? onto -Y, which has total multiplicity q < K, (cf. 1.1). 
(vii) VX E .%‘, .&Is --<, G{U,(x): t E q. 
We have denoted the elements of r by t and those of f by A, as 
it is often suggestive to regard r as a (multidimensional) time domain 
and li as the corresponding frequency domain. 
5.2 DEFINITIOK. Let T be a linear operator from 2” to .;/(. We 
say that 
(a) T is U-subordinative, iff Vx E 9, , T(x) t .M,, 
(b) 1’ is L:-stationury, iff Vt E I’, t;, . 7‘ -; T . li, . 
The Generalized Stone Theorem can be restated in our terminology 
in the following augmented and convenient form. 
5.3 THEOREM. (a) 3 n unique spectral measure E(.) for .X on Bl(f) 
such that 
Vt E r, I’, -: )_ h(t) E(dA). 
. ,% 
(b) If K is a continuous linear operator on ;I$@ to P”, then 
K is U-stationary -s-- K is B-commuting. 
(c) If .A is a (closed) subspuce qf Y“, then 
.& reduces CT, , kf’t E r C-. // reduces E(R), VB E RI(p). 
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5.4 DEFINITION. The measure E(.) given by 5.3(a) is called the 
spectrnl measure of the group (CJ,: t E r). 
5.5 COROLLARY. With E(e) as in 5.4, we hare VG C .i//, 
S{C*(G) : f E l-j =-- E@(B)(G) : B E Bl(f):. 
Herzce (7,:,: t E I’) and E( .) h aze the same mzlltiplicity q (cf. I .l) 
Proof. We have to show (cf. 5.1 (vii) and 1.2(iii)) that 
VGCP, 6{cMr : s E G; = G{c< : s E G). 
So we need only prove that ‘d’x E ?X , JH,~ = .Sq. . 
Let s E X’. Then by 5.3(a), 
vt f r, U,(.x) =-: -5% A(t) E(dh)(s) E .uj. 
Hence 
To prove the reverse inclusion we note that Vt E r, U,(.A’,.) = .A,, , 
and therefore AC reduces each U, , t E r. Hence by 5.3(& -dZ,r 
reduces each E(B), B E N(f). Hence 
Hence 
VB c Bl(f+), R(B)(x) E E(B)(,.sY,) !L. /‘/,,. . 
.“:. ; G{E(B)(x) : B E Bl(p)) C -fl,Y . (2) 
By(I)and(2),.d,.- $. 1 
Our purpose is to find conditions under which a closed, densely 
defined, C-stationary operator T from .F to .x? is an E-integral This 
question is of considerable interest in the theory of linear filters, 
cf. [ 12, Sect. 21. Our Theorem 1.5 would provide a complete answer, 
if we could supplant the li-stationarity requirement on T by the 
E-commuting condition. This replacement would be easy to justify 
had we a “P. Levy inversion formula” for the spectral measure E(h) 
of the group (U,: t E r), of the kind announced in [15] for r == R. 
Unfortunately,no one such formulavalid for all 1.c.a. groups is known,* 
and we have to adopt a less direct approach. -4ccording to Theorem 
5.3(b), the replacement is valid for continuous Ton X. We can deduce 
from this the corresponding fact for any closed, densely defined T by 
utilizing its polar factorization, cf. 5.7. We need, however, the 
following triviality in order to handle the polar factors. 
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5.6 TRIVIALITY. Let (i) 11 == ]a up(&) be an s.a. operator from 
3’ to .X ; (ii) K b e a continuous linear operator on .Y?+ to -XX such 
that K . H C II . K; (iii) R m-z SW $(u) F(du), where 4 is a Bore1 mea- 
surable function on R to C. l’hen K. R Cl R . K. 
Proqf. By the Spectral ‘I‘heorem for self-adjoint operators, the 
conditions (i) and (ii) entail that 
v-4 E Bl(R), F(A) . A- G K .F(zl). (1) 
From (1) and ‘l’heorem 2.8 with E replaced by F, we get K . R C 
R.K. 1 
5.7 LEMMA. I,et 1’ be a closed linear operator from .X to .X with 
domain 9, c.d. in 39. Then T is li-stationary c- T is restrictionwise 
E-commuting. 
Proof. Let T be restrictionwise E-commuting. ‘Then by ‘l’heorem 
2. I O(@, S . T C T . S, where S is any E-integral which is continuous 
on X. But by ?‘heorem 5.3(a), S :~-,, I;, , t E I’, is an E-integral which 
is continuous on X’. Hence c,‘i;, . T C 1’ . 11, . Since Ut is unitary, we 
have actually I:, . T = T * cTf, i.e., T is P-stationary. 
Conversely, let 7’ be I/-stationary. ‘l?o show that T is restrictionwise 
E-commuting, we consider it polar factorization 
where S- r is the generalized inverse of S (cf. [7]) and “Cl” stands for 
the closure. \Ye first assert that 
S and LV are L-stationary. (1) 
Proof of (I). I,et t E r. Since UT1 -1 C- [ is continuous on .X’, 
therefore T* U, =: (r,;C, . T)* and li,T* z-2 (T * K,)*. From this and 
the I,‘-stationarity of 7’ we infer the C’-stationarity of T”, and thence 
of the self-adjoint operator TT”; thus, cf. (l), 
where F(.) is a spectral measure on Bl [0, ,m). Now 
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By (2) we can take H = S” and K := C’, in Triviality 5.6 and conclude 
from it and (3)that S and S-l are G-stationar~~. It follows of course that 
SIT, a partial isometry, and its closure IV are also [‘-stationary. 
Thus (I). 
Now Ict I,,, = [- nl/“, n1’7, n E IT.: . Then by (2) and Lemma 2.9(d), 
s, 7 s . F(Jn) is continuous on 3, and slim S, ~= S. 
,I f (4) 
W, being a partial isometry on X, is continuous on .Y? ; so 
A%o, from Lemma 2.5(a), (4), and (l), 
We now claim that 
VrlEM, Tn is C’.-stationary and E-commuting. (11) 
Proof of (II). It follows from (2) and the Spectral Theorem for the 
self-adjoint operator s’! that Vn E N,. , F(j,,) is I’-stationary. Hence 
(cf. (I)), 
By (5), (7), and Theorem 5.3(b) with K : T,, , ?‘,l is E-commuting. 
Thus (II). 
Finally from (6) and Lemma 2.5(c) and (a) we get V’B E Bl(f), 
E(B) . T mu= E(B)(s&y T,) C s;:{E(B) . TJ, 
sl~,~{TIL . E(B)) = slim T,, * E(B) =: 7’ . E(B). (8) 
,t-- r 
But by (If), E(B) L T,, := T, . E(B). Hence from (S), E(B) . T C 
T * E(B). Thus 7’ is E-stationary. 1 
Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.7 enable us to derive at once from our 
Theorem 1.5 the following corresponding result for [‘-stationary and 
I ‘-subordinative operators. 
5.X ~'HEOREM. The notation being ns in 5.1, 5.4, let T be a closed 
linear operator from .jl%” to .fl with domain c/r e.d. in .;/f . Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
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(CY) 7’ is an E-integral, 
(,!I) T is L’-subordinative and E-isotropic, 
(y) T is E-reducing 
(6) T is c’ 6 d’ t’ j-sat or zna zve and U-stationary. 
Proof. From Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.7 it clearly follows that 
the conditions 5.8(0!-(S) d re uce to precisely the conditions 1.5(~)-(S) 
for the spectral measure E(.) on Bl(r). Hence the theorem follows on 
applying Theorem 1.5, taking A = I?, .%? = Bl(f) and E(.) as above. 1 
In exactly the same way we infer from our Corollaries 4. I and 4.4 the 
following corollaries. 
5.9 COROLLARY. With the notation in 5.1 and 5.4, let T be a 
continuous linear operator on 2’ to 2”. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) T is an E-integral 
(8) T is I’-subordinative 
(y) T is E-reducing. 
5.10 COROLLARY. With the notation in 5.1 and 5.4, let 
(i) (CT,: t E lJ have multiplicity I, i.e., 3~ E ,;Y’ 3 -NE = .X; 
(ii) T be a closed linear operator from 2’ to .YY with domain 9,. 
cd. in .Yf. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) T is an E-integral 
(p) T is IT-stationary. 
For r = iw, the results 5.8-5.10 reduce to those first established in 
[12]. Corollary 5.10 has been extended by Hannan [4, Theorem 31 to 
nonabelian locally compact groups I’ of “type I,” fi now being the set 
of all irreducible representations of r. 
6. BOCHNER'S THEOREM ON MULTIPLICATIOP~ OPERATORS 
Adhering to the notation in (5.1)(i) and (iv), let 
y2 ;L L,(I‘, H(r), m; @I), (6.1) 
where m is a Haar measure for the 1.c.a. group r. We follow Hen-itt and 
Ross [X, pp. 193 194, (i)--(viii)] is regard to “Haar measure”; thus the 
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domain of m is Bl(r) (cf. (5.l)(iv)), and m is outer regular on Bl(r) 
but inner regular only on the topology of r and on the a-ring of sets of 
finite m measure. It is necessary to consider this &ring and the n-ring 
and a-algebra affiliated with it: 
(6.2) 
Obviously :%l,,,(r) is a S-ring, ,ti(r) is a u-algebra, and 
B,,,(r) C ii?(r) L Bl(T) C xi’(T). (6.3) 
.DZ(r), often written 99(r) lrlc, is the family of sets which are “locally” in 
99(T). For non- u compact r, we have Bl(r) C *d(r) (cf. Lutzer [l I]). - 
Our aim is to study the Hilbert space Z2 in conjunction with the 
(unitary) translation group 
(TV : t E r), where (T&(S) ,I f(S -I- ‘)> .f EL2 > s E c (6.4) 
and to deduce from Corollary 5.10 a generalized form of Bochner’s 
Theorem [I] on the Fourier-Plancherel transform of an operator on 
L2([W) commuting with translations. For this we must first deal with the 
related group of multiplication by the characters of r. Fundamental to 
the study of this group and, more generally, to that of all multiplication 
operators is the following theorem. 
6.5 THEOREM (Indicator spectral measure). Let (i) .% be (7 o-ring 
ocer a set fl and p be a c-a. measure OE 3 to [0, CD]; 
(ii) gG .myd (22: R E 33 & p(B) < Oo), 99 ==(i a-ring (.2=), 
.d r7 @oc ,; {A : A cl A & VB E 9, A n B E 91; 
d 
(iii) L, ==<I L,(A, g, p; C); 
(iv)” VA E .“/, E(A) = A4 x.4 . 
Then 
(a) E(e) is a spectral measure for L, on the o-algebra .SS; 
(b) V~&-measurable 4 on A to @, J’A $(A) E(dh) = Mb; 
‘/ For all &-measurable functions $ on rl to @, M,+ denotes the operation of multi- 
plication by # for L, defined by Domain iW+ = : f : f 2% r# . ,f t L?j, and M+( f ) = + ..f. 
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(c) Vf E L, , .q L (4 . f: & is .rJ’-measurable on (1 to @ & 
d, .feL,S; 
(d) b’f E L, , f is E-cyclic, i.e., cYj 7 Id2 , -=- \y’B E M, B \.~ S, is 
p-negligible, where S, is the support of .f; 
(e) E(.) has multi’licity 1 -: :- Elil,, E :+9 3 VB E -8, B .A ,, is 
p-negligible; 
Proof. (a) Note that iff is <ti-measurable and $ is ,rLmeasurablc, 
then + . f is -&-measurable. Consequently, for all A E .‘i’, M carries 
L, into I,, . ‘l’he remaining properties attributed to ,%I,, i? (a) arc 
easily established. 
(b) follows readily from the definition of E(.) and standard 
results on spectral integration. 
(c) Let f,g E I/, . Th en 
n = sLl +(A) @dh)( f ) 
by Lemma 2.7 and (bj, ,g E .Y, -::- 
b M+(f) -- + 1 f, where 4 ~~~ dpnf:dpli is 
.&-measurable on A to @. Hence (c). 
(d) T,et -f in L, be such that 
3B, c .& 3 r-((B, S,) 0. (1) 
We shall show that Zig E L,\.yf . Since B,‘Y, Sf E 27, we llave [I, p. 5, 
Proposition 91 
and so 0 . . p(Bj ‘, S,) < Cy p(B/,). Clearly 3n > 1 such that 
0 < p(B,,) c a. Obviously g xc, xn, EL, . But g ~~ 1 on B,, ; 
whereas by (2),f ~= 0 on B,, . Hence w-e cannot have g m-7 + . f, a.e. I-L, 
for any .a-measurable +. EIencc by (c), g $ 9, . This establishes the 
“*” part of (d). 
Next let .f in L, be such that VB E 8, p(B \ S,) = 0. Since for any 
g in L, , S, E “A, it follows that 
v<q t L, , p(S,\, S,) == 0. (3) 
Now given a g in L, , let 
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Then f-l is g-measurable, and since g is g-measurable so is 4. 
Moreover, 
g and 4 . f differ on precisely the set S, \ S, . Hence by (3), g 1: 95 . f, 
a.e. p. Thus by (c), g E 3 . This proves the “e” part of (d). 
(e) Let 4 be the multiplicity of E(.). If 4 = 1, take any E-cyclic 
vector f and let fl, = S, . Then by (d), 
A”E28PiVBE.29, B “1 /l, is p-negligible, (4) 
as desired. 
Next, suppose that (4) holds. Then, as in (2), 
Then obviously f E L, and S, = A,. Hence (4) yields 'dB E 9, 
B‘\ S, is p-negligible, whence by (d), f is E-cyclic, and so q = 1. This 
completes the proof of (e). 
(f) We first note that in general, 
g~C@p=&$?. 
The second inclusion in (5) is clear from the implication 
(5) 
As for the last equality in (5), see [2, p. 14, Corollary]. 
Now let /l E 9Y. Then g is a a-algebra, and so J$? -<t 90~ = g. 
Hence (5) reduces to 99 = g = &‘. Also A satisfies the requirements 
imposed on fl, in (e), and so q = 1. 1 
Lemma 6.5 does not provide a condition on the measure space 
(A, g, p), which is necessary and sufficient to ensure that the indicator 
spectral measure has a preassigned multiplicity q. Indeed, it is doubtful 
if such a condition is available in so general a context. But for the 
measure space (Y, Bl(r), m) occurring in (6.1), such a condition can be 
stated. In fact, q is completely determined by the topology of r, as we 
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shall now show. This results from the fundamental fact, [ 10, p. 1091 
that the 1.c.a. group I’ has the canonical decomposition: 
I’ u,c.r r, , where I:, E .8(r) are o-compact, clopen and 
disjoint, and .Y’ is an index set the cardinality of which is (6.6)’ 
uniqueb determined by the topology of 1’. 
From the property that nz( V) > 0 for nonvoid open I- C r, it 
follows that an open set V in .@,,,(r) can intersect at most a countable 
number of r, . Hence by the outer regularity of m, the same holds for 
any B E .3,,,(r); whence once again, 
VB E H(r), B intersects at most countably many r, (6.7) 
From (6.7) and the partial conditions on (1 obtained in Lemma 6.5 
(d), (e), (f) we get th e next theorem. Only part (a) of the theorem and 
the inequality 9 R,, in part (b) are needed in this paper. 
6.8 ‘THEOREM. W&z the mtutim in (6.1), (6.2), and (6.6), let 
VA E .&(I’), E(A) =~~m MY4 , and q he the multiplicity of E(e). Then 
(a) Q ~~ I, iff r is u-compact, 
(b) either q = 1, OY q ~~~ card-f xt,,. 
Proof. We appeal to Lemma 6.5, taking A, 3, p to be r, Bl(r), m, 
and exploit (6.7). 
(a) Let r be a-compact. ‘Then of course r E :#(r). Hence by 
6.5(f), q ~~ 1. 
Conversely, let q : 1. Then 6.5(e), 
3r, E ,$9(T) 3 VB E &(I’), m(b’\, r,) = 0. 
Since by (6.6) each r, E .9(r), therefore m(r, 1, r,) - 0. Since r, is 
open, we see that V’a: E .g, 
0 -I. m(S,) =: m(T,“, To) .t m(r, n To) = m(r, n r,). 
Thus, ‘d’n E Y, r, intersects r, . But since r, E .3?(r), therefore by 
(6.7), r, can intersect at most countably many r, . It follows that .f 
must be countable. This means (cf. (6.6)) that r is a countable union 
of a-compact sets and is therefore itself u-compact. Thus (a). 
i Professor D. J. Lutzer has informed us that the decomposition (6.6) is know-n to 
hold for any paracompact, locally compact Hausdorff space r. From this fact it is clear 
that OUT Theorem 6.8 and Corollary 6.9 will survive for such spaces r and those 
measures p on Bl(Q \vhich resemble Haar measure in regard to regularity, positivity, 
and finiteness. 
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(b) Let q + 1. Th en by (a), r is not a-compact, and hence by 
(64, 
Y ~7 card 3 :- X,, . (1) 
We now assert that q > Y, i.e., 
G C z2 & card G ’ : Y -t- ~7, 7 G{E(A)(G) : ,4 E o~(r)] :+ -I/:, . (I) 
Proof of (I). Let G .= [gj)j,J C Pz , where 
p ;: card J -r: T. (4 
Each gj , being in XL, has support Sj E S?(r). Hence by (6.7) each Sj 
intersects at most countably many r, . Clearly therefore, 
; & ctx-u, r, ,1 ro > 
0 
where .& C 9, and by (1) and (2), 
card ~YO 21: p . X, < r 7 card 9. (3) 
Now for all A in AI(~), E(A)(g,) = xA * gj has its support inside Sj , 
and therefore inside r, . The same must therefore be the case with all 
finite linear combinations xy=, aiE(Ai)(gji) (where ai E @, Ai E .&CT), 
ji E J) and with their limits. Thus 
Vf E .dTG , s, c r, . (4) 
Now by (3), .# \,.& is nonvoid. Let 01 E .P ‘x,.&, and f be any function in 
P2 with S, C r, . Then since r,, /I r, , we have S, 11 r, , whence by (4), 
f $ A%‘~ . Thus (I) is proved. 
For q # 1 we have shown that N, c: r < q. To complete the proof 
that q = r, we need only show that 
3G = {gn}aE9 C di4, 3 JA$ s G{E(A)(G) : A E a’(r)> := cY2. (11) 
PROOF of (II). Let ~a: E .Y, JZ’~) =il {f: f E Zz & 8, C r,). Then from 
(6.6) it follows that 
Obviously, Yp) is isometrically isomorphic to 
I$’ 7 L2(r, , Bl(T,), m, ; C), 
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where m, is the restriction of m to Bl(r,). Fix 01, and apply Lemma 6.5 
to the space Lr), i.e., in 6.5 take 
fl 7 r, , 23 g Bl(T,), P ,i me. 
Then, as is easily verified (cf. (6.2), 6.5(ii)), 
AJw = @Jr) n 2r”, 8 = S(r) n 2’“, d = &(I’) n 2ra. (6) 
Now define 
VA Ed, E,(A) = lT!fx, 7 E(A). (7) 
Then the results 6.5(a)-(f) are valid for E,(e). Thus 
E,(.) is a spectral measure for Lk’ on &. (8) 
Also, since by (6.6), r, E g(r), therefore by (6) II, E 9’. Hence by 
6.5(f), E, has multiplicity 1. Hence 
3fa E I$) 3 G{E(A)(f,) : A Ed} = Ly. (9) 
Now let 
g, d If’ On rn’ 
1 on r\r,. (10) 
Then clearly from (7), (9), and (6), 
2$) = qqtZ)(ga) : i2 E dj = qq4)(ga) : 4 E d(r) n 2r3. (I I) 
Indeed, we claim that 
9(a) = 2 qq4)(g ) . A E d(r)). a . (12) 
For consider any A E d(r). By (7) and (lo), 
w \ raw = Xa\r, . g, = 0, 
and so 
vk) = bw n c) + -w \ rag,) = -w n rdg,). 
Since A n r, E d(r) n Zra, (12) follows from (11). 
Equation (12) holds, of course, for all 01 E .a. Hence by (5), 
s2 zz 1 9-Q) z c wwk) : L4 E-Qw} 
LYE3 as4 
= G(E(A)(G): Aed(r where G d= b&s . 
This establishes (II) and completes the proof of (b). 1 
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Theorem 6.8 does not quite fit our needs, since the unitary represen- 
tations of r have spectral measures on the o-algebra Bl(f), which will 
be smaller than .ti(p) for non-o-compact r (cf. 5.3(a), (6.3)). We have 
therefore to obtain a corresponding result for the indicator spectral 
measure restricted to Bl(I’) . m order to use the results of Section 5 in 
the present setting. This result is an easy corollary: 
6.9 COROI,I,ARY. With the notation irz (6.1) rind (6.6), Zet VB E RI(r), 
E(B) M,.CH , and q he the multiplicity: qf E(e). Then 
(a) E(.) is a spectral measwefor LC2 on Bl(r), 
(b) q = 1, if? r is a-compact, 
(c) either q ~: 1 oy q > K, . 
Proof. (a) is trivial. (b) \IC’ith the notation in (6.2), let VA E d(r), 
E,(A) -= MXA ) and let y1 be the multiplicity of El(.). Since E(.) is a 
restriction of E,(e), it follows that for all G C Pz , 
{A(B)(G) : B E HI(T)) C {E,(A)(G) : :I E d(T)], 
whence (cf. Definition 1.1) 
I :< q1 & y. (1) 
Now if q = : 1, then by (l), q1 = 1, and so by Theorem 6.8(a), r is 
a-compect. Conversely, if I’ is o-compact, then by Theorem 6.8(a), 
q1 = 1. Also r E qr), and hence by (6.2) and (6.3), .g(r) = Bl(r) z 
.&(I’). Thus E(.) = El(.), and so q = q1 = 1. Thus (b). 
(c) Let q + 1. Th en by (b), r is not cr-compact. Hence by (1) 
and Theorem 6.8(b), q 2 q1 > N, . 1 
We now turn to the group (M,: h E p). It is well known that this 
is a strongly continuous group of unitary operators on .=!& onto & , 
and it is trivial to check that 
the spectral measure E(.) of (iL2, : h E f) isgizen by E(B) = IiIx~ , 
B E Bl(r). (6.10) 
By 6.9(b), this E(e) h as multiplicity 1, iff I’ is a-compact. Hence 
by 5.5, 
for a-compact r, the unitary group (MA : X E f) has muZtipZicity 1. (6.11) 
In the u-compact case our Corollary 5.10 is therefore applicable and 
yields the following result. 
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6.12 THEOREM. With the notation 5.1(i)-(iv), and (6.1), let (i) r 
be a-compact, (ii) T be a closed linear operator on LFA to 6pz with domain 
9r e.d. in Ya , (iii) VA E p, MA . T = T . MA , Then there exists a Bore1 
measurable function C$ on I’ to @ such that T ::= Md, . 
Proof. By (i) and (6.11) th e group (ICI,: h E p) has multiplicity 1. 
Hence by (ii), (iii), and Corollary 5.10, T is an E-integral, say 
JA g!(t) E(dt), where + is Bore1 measurable on A to G, and by (6.10) 
E( .) is the indicator spectral measure. By 6.5(b) the last integral is M,; 
hence T = Mm . 1 
From Theorem 6.12 we can deduce a generalized version of 
Bochner’s Theorem [l] by Fourier-Plancherel (FP) transformation. 
Let 
g2 7 L,(l+, B1(1’), G?; G), 
where fi is the Haar measure for f dual to m (cf. [14, 3.17]), and let V 
be the FP transformation on 9a onto -rt”; . Then (cf., e.g., [14, 5.6]), 
vt E r. 7-t = 1’~M,(~.,V. (6.13) 
We now assert the following: 
6.14 GENERALIZED BOCHNER THEOREM. With the notation 5.1(i)- 
(iv), (6.1), and (6.2), let (i) f b e a-compact, (ii) S be a closed linear 
operator from pz to 3. with domain 9%s e.d. in 9, , (iii) Vt E r, T! . S _z: 
s * 71. Then there exists a Bl(f) measurabfe function + on f to @ such 
that 
VffEs, (Sf Y (4 = 4(4 44, a.e. G on i;, 
wheref is the FP transform V( f ) off, and rG is any Haar measure for i=‘. 
Proof. Since the FP t ransformation V is unitary on ZZ onto AZ2 , it 
follows from (ii) that 
T ;= I;‘S’Y+ is a closed linear operator on L!$ to J.%?Z with domain 
aT e.d. in pz . (1) 
Next from the definition of T, (6.13), and (iii), 
vt E r, Ll,!qt,.] . T = 7’ . M[$*., . (4 
It follows from (i), (l), (2), and Theorem 6.12 that T = Mh , where $ 
is Bl(p)-measurable on f to @. This means that for all f in & , 
(Sf)^ = KS(f) = (KsV*)(Vf) = T(f)) = q4 g, a.e. &. 1 
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Theorem 6.14 specializes to Bochner’s classical theorem [I] on 
taking r = [w and S continuous on&(R), the resulting 4 being then in 
Lm( R). Theorems 6.12 and 6.14 have generalizations also: the hypo- 
theses that r, f are a-compact can be removed, if we are willing to 
allow the functions + to be <d(r)- or d(f)-measurable rather than 
Bl(r)- or Bl(f)- measurable. This generalization of 6.12 reads as 
follows. 
6.15 THEOREM. With the notation 5.1(i)-(iv), (6.1), and (6.2), let 
(i) T be a closed linear operator from Zz to gg with domain .9T e.d. in 
2;) (ii) ‘dh E p, MA - T = T 1 MA. Then there exists an .ni/(r)- 
measurable function 4 on F to C such that T = &l,+ . 
Theorem 6.14 admits an analogous generalization. We shall not 
present the proofs here, as these theorems fall outside the scope of this 
paper cf. Sect. 1 .8 They depend on the special circumstance that the 
Hilbert space ZZ has two naturally attached CI algebras, viz Bl(r) and 
d(r), whereas for general Z just one o-algebra $ is given. We shall 
only mention that to prove 6.15 we apply 6.12 to each of the a-compact 
components Lg) = L,(I’, , Bl(r,), m,; a=) appearing in the proof of 
Theorem 6.8(b), and piece together the resulting functions da 
(supported on ru) to form a single function 4, which is .d(r)- 
measurable. 
Another extension of Theorem 6.14, due to Foures and Segal [3, 
Theorem I], is obtained by replacing the “scalar” TZ space of (6.1) by 
the “vectorial” ZZ space 
L&f2 :-: L&I’, Bl(r), m; IV’), 
where IV is a separable Hilbert space, and for ni almost all h in p, 
4(h) is a closed, densely defined linear operator from IV to IV. In [16] 
we have shown that it is not just the Bochner Theorem 6.14 (a 
specific case of our Corollary 5.10) which admits such an operatorial 
extension: the more general Theorem 1.5 and Corollaries 4.1, 4.4 do 
likewise. 
7. THE CLASSICAL COMMUTANT CONDITION 
Specializing further, we shall now suppose that 
E( .) is a spectraE measure for AC’ on Bl(R) of total multiplicity 
q < N, , and H 7 JR uE(du). (7.1) 
* The proofs are given in [18]. 
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For any operator S from .X to X, let 
{s-j’ <,= {K : JY is a confimious linear operator- 072 X to 35 and 
6L.s I s.r;;. (7.2) 
We shall now deduce the following classical theorem referred to in 
[20, p. 3511 and [26, p. 1911: 
7.3 THEOREM. Let (i) E and II he as in (7.1), and (ii) 1’ be a closed 
linear operator from A‘ to .X ulith domtrin 2, cd. in I//‘. Then T is an 
E-integral, if? {HI’ C (T1’ I. f. 
P~ooj”. J,et [H)’ C CT)‘. Ry Lemma 2.9(b), Vx E YT, L,T E (Ul’. 
Hence V.x E .# I, t CT” L, . T C 7’ . I,, . Certainly therefore, 
T is E-reducin; (ii. 1 k(;;).l’gkcc, by the (7)“s. (a) part of Theorem 
1.5, 7’ is an E-integral. 
Conversely, let 7' be an B-integral, say T : SW $(u) E(dzL). If 
K E {II)‘, then by (7.2), K is continuous on 3’ and K . II C M 1 K. 
Hence by ‘l’riviality 5.6, K . T C 1’ . K; i.e., K F [Tj’. Thus 
[H;’ C CT;‘. 1 
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